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CONTACT US
Office: 800-933-7362
WEBSITE
www.nobleremc.com
EMAIL
remc@nobleremc.com
OFFICE HOURS
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Monday-Friday
STREET ADDRESS
300 Weber Road
Albion, IN 46701
MAILING ADDRESS
P.O. Box 137, Albion, IN 46701
EMERGENCY POWER OUTAGES
To report a power outage, please call
800-933-7362. We are available to
serve you 24 hours a day.
CONTACTS
Amber Kunkel
New Services, Account Information,
Products and Services
Tina Gienger
Credit and Payment Plans
Brian Hawk
Energy Advisor
Kevin Dreibelbis
Communications and Marketing
Doug Dickmeyer, P.E.
Manager of Engineering and Construction
Kenny Kill
System Engineer
Ray Burns
Tree Trimming and Spraying

Like us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/
nobleremc
Follow us on Twitter
www.twitter.com/NobleREMC

ENERGY EFFICIENCY TIP
Routinely replace or clean your air
conditioner’s filter. Replacing a dirty,
clogged filter can reduce your air
conditioner’s energy consumption by 5 to
15 percent.

Back to school

Learning to improve service to members
It’s a new school year,
and kids of all ages
are getting ready
for a fresh year of
learning. Beginning
in kindergarten,
students go to school
to study a broad
variety of subjects
and learn new skills to prepare them for the
future.
Similarly, Noble REMC is continually learning
in order to advance technology that improves
electric service, reliability and safety, and
in turn, enhances quality of life for our
members and our local communities.
Noble REMC stays up-to-date on industry
trends because the energy sector is rapidly
changing. Innovations in technology and
energy types are fueling demand for more
options, and people are looking for more
ways to manage their energy use with smart
technologies. Consumers expect more
convenient payment methods —
 whether
through our SmartHub app, automatic bill
pay or budget billing, all of which we provide.
We’re working to help sift through the
options for our members in ways that benefit
the greater community. At the same time, we
never lose sight of the top priority: providing
safe, reliable and affordable electricity.

OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY

Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
is an integrated system of smart meters,
communications networks and data
management systems that enables twoway communication between utilities and
consumers. In the event of an outage, AMI

helps to distinguish between events that
impact a single home or multiple outages, a
critical distinction to how they’re resolved.
AMI also provides a means to verify that
power has been restored after an outage.
In addition to providing essential
information during major outages, we
analyze AMI data for faults, damaged
meters or energy theft, which helps us save
money and improve reliability for the whole
community.

ENERGY FOR
THE FUTURE

Interest in green energy sources and
renewables is at an all-time high. Nationally,
the increasing use of solar energy is paving
the way for new methods of generating and
using electricity. U.S. energy experts say we
will not be able to meet national energy goals
unless we increase our solar energy capacity.
That’s why Noble REMC continues to
research how best to adjust our energy
mix. For you, we provide Co-op Solar, our
community solar program that allows you to
buy renewable energy by purchasing blocks
of our arrays to offset your monthly bill.
Whether it’s examining green energy options
or exploring how emerging technologies can
better serve our members, for Noble REMC,
our “school year” is never over. We will
continue to learn from you, our members,
about your priorities for the future, and we
will continue to study and research the issues
so that we can better serve you, now and in
the future.

RON RAYPOLE
President/CEO

— U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
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Youth Tour: Reflection and Education
Noble REMC sponsored two

A delegation of 105 Indiana students

The Indiana Youth Tour delegation

students on the Indiana Youth Tour

represented Indiana electric

spent a day on Capitol Hill, where

to Washington, D.C., in June: Maddy

cooperatives, alongside more than

students had an opportunity to meet

Dreibelbis and Rachael Rogers.

1,800 students from across the

with representatives from Indiana’s

Youth Tour provides young Hoosiers

country. Students visited the Flight 93

congressional delegation.

the opportunity to visit the nation’s

Memorial, the Gettysburg Battlefield,

capital, learn about government,

Arlington National Cemetery, the

experience history and gain a better

Smithsonian museums and the

understanding about their electric

National Mall memorials, as well as a

cooperative and government.

cruise on the Potomac River.

We hope you enjoy the following
stories about, and from, this year’s
Noble REMC Youth Tour delegates.
Applications for next year’s tour will be
posted in early 2020.

Like mother, like daughter
DAUGHTER ATTENDS YOUTH TOUR 30 YEARS AFTER MOTHER
Amy Dreibelbis begins to tear up. Her
daughter, Maddy, attempts to soothe
her with a simple, “Don’t cry.”
Reflecting on the moment she dropped
Maddy off in June, Amy couldn’t help
but remember her own experience 30
years ago.
“Our orientation wasn’t as elaborate,
but I can remember my dad dropping me off in a parking lot. I mean,
it wasn’t bad,” she said with a laugh. “I
can remember all the kids meeting for
the first time in the parking lot with
our suitcases. It brought back a lot of
good memories.”
Both Amy and Maddy were chosen
for the weeklong trip to Washington,
D.C., as members of Noble REMC — the
former in 1989, the latter in 2019.
While their experiences at the museums and with other students mirrored
each other, there was one big difference: how big of a trip it has become.
When Amy went, the trip was known
for the number of 4-H students who
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attended. Her Indiana trip class was 36.
This year’s Youth Tour involved 1,800
students from 43 states, including 105
from Indiana.

Amy and
Maddy
Dreibelbis

But one constant remains: Youth
Tour’s purpose. The weeklong trip
provides students nationwide the
opportunity to visit D.C. to learn about
government, experience history and
gain a better understanding about the
electric cooperative difference.
This is something both of them can
now reflect on together.
“Did you do the river cruise thing?”
Maddy asked from across their living
room table.
“Yeah, I remember that,” Amy said. “It
was so much fun.”
Amy laughs as Maddy talks about how
much fun she had dancing and mingling with students from other states
on the Potomac River cruise before the
conversation sidetracks to their experiences visiting Mount Vernon and
meeting with state legislators.

“There are a lot of elements of the trip
that are so much the same which is really
great,” Amy said before jokingly adding,
“I can’t decide if it makes me feel old or
not. I’m trying to do the math here.”
The anticipation of what Maddy would
experience is what pushed Amy to get
her to apply. But it wasn’t just her own
daughter who she encouraged. As a
teacher at West Noble High School,
Amy made it a tradition to promote the
trip to her students.

“I was really grateful for her to have
the chance to go. I’m glad they continued this, and I hope they always
do continue. It was great to see how
it has grown as an opportunity,” Amy
said.

Noble REMC
Youth Tour
delegates
Rachael Rogers,
left, and Maddy
Dreibelbis, right.

It was an eye-opening trip for both
of them, as they were able to broaden
their horizons in meeting different
people.
Amy said after her trip in 1989, she
kept in contact with a lot of students
“the old-fashioned way” by writing
letters and visiting each other at their
county fairs.
That networking and bonding is still
a large part of the experience, Maddy
said. Part of the students’ time is
spent with kids from other states, exchanging state pins to see who could
collect the most from the most states.
“This trip allowed me to meet some
amazing and motivated young people and to make friendships with a
variety of people I would have never
gotten to meet,” Maddy said. “Thank
you, Noble REMC, for providing such
a new and impactful experience for
me. This trip will not be easily forgotten and has continued to give me an
appreciation for learning about our
government, as well as our nation’s
history.”
Before even finishing the question,
Maddy said those who are thinking
about going “should sign up. It’s really
fun.”

Youth Tour: In her own words

RACHAEL ROGERS SHARES HER TRIP EXPERIENCE
On the first day of Youth Tour, I was

There were acres of land, and this

nervous. I didn’t know what to expect. A

farm girl was happy to see sheep and

whole week with over 100 strangers? Let’s

cattle grazing. We were able to stand

just say, I had my doubts.

on Washington’s porch overlooking the

Our first stop was the Flight 93 Memorial.
There was a stone out in the field
marking where the plane crashed. Inside

he thought when he stood on that very
porch.

the museum, the memorial had air traffic

During our Potomac cruise later that

control communications and recorded

night, I was able to dance with new

phone calls of passengers on the plane to

friends from across the country,

their families. Listening to the recordings

including Maryland, Louisiana, Arizona,

evoked a sense a sadness and brought the

New Mexico, Virginia and Alabama, to

experience to life.

name a few.

The next morning, we explored the

The Youth Rally allowed us to meet fellow

battlefields of Gettysburg. It was

delegates from across the U.S. The rally

overwhelming to think about the number

also explained the purpose of the trip and

of lives lost on the very fields that I walked

the opportunities it can bring. It was at

through that day. Later, we experienced

the rally that I began to swap state pins

downtown Gettysburg, where we wore

with others. I ended up with 20 pins from

authentic clothes of the time period,

states as far as Texas and Hawaii and as

providing a trip back in history.

close as Ohio. After the rally, we walked

When we arrived in D.C., we stopped
at the Martin Luther King Jr., FDR and
Jefferson memorials. We also watched the
sun set on the Potomac River.
The next morning, I was in awe to see
This photo from the July 1989 Electric
Consumer (now Indiana Connection) shows
Amy (Hague) Dreibelbis during her Youth
Tour trip.

Potomac River. I can only imagine what

inside the home of our first president,
George Washington, at Mount Vernon.

to the White House, where we observed
President Trump getting into his car
surrounded by Secret Service officers.
Tuesday was a modern look at D.C. First
it was off to the Newseum, then the U.S.
Capitol for a tour. We walked the same
CONTINUED ON PAGE 30
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Noble REMC employees and directors helped to dedicate the LaOtto Solar Generating
Station, which is located on our lines and will be maintained by the cooperative.
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Sun and smiles

LAOTTO SOLAR ARRAY DEDICATED WITH RIBBON CUTTING
Sunny, blue skies and a yellow ribbon
highlighted the celebration of the
completion of the LaOtto Solar Generating
Station.
A piece of our Co-op Solar program, the
array is owned by our power supplier,
Wabash Valley Power Alliance, and
maintained by Noble REMC on our lines
at the southeast corner of State Road 3
and County Road 70. Construction began
in December 2018, with power flowing
through the array in April. Two months
later, the site was formally dedicated, with
attendance from local legislators, project
representatives and local REMC employees
and directors.
Indiana Sen. Andy Zay and State Rep.
David Abbott both spoke at the event to
congratulate Wabash Valley and regional
REMCs on investing in green energy.
“We need to be at the forefront of
implementing this. Wabash Valley and
Noble REMC are leading the charge in this
effort,” said Abbott, R-Rome City.
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The 1-megawatt array is composed of 3,648
individual power-generating panels set
on 8 acres of land. The field can generate
enough energy on its own to power
approximately 125 homes.
Other speakers at the dedication included
Noble REMC CEO Ron Raypole, as well as
representatives from Wabash Valley and
Solential Energy, the contractor of the
project.

to your needs and ideas. We took your
feedback about renewable energy and
made it into a reality.
For more information about the Co-op
Solar program, visit nobleremc.com or
powermoves.com/solar.

Under the Co-op Solar program, you
can receive energy from larger-scale,
cooperative-maintained solar facilities,
eliminating individual installation
concerns such as improper roof
orientation, shaded roofs, high costs and
long-term contracts.
Members can choose to purchase blocks,
with the amount of electricity they
generate offsetting a portion of their
monthly electric bill.
It’s a hassle-free way to go green and
another example of Noble REMC listening

Noble REMC President and CEO Ron
Raypole speaks to the crowd during the
dedication ceremony of the LaOtto solar array.
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IRRIGATION
EQUIPMENT

safety

By following proper safety
precautions, water and electricity
can work together to properly
hydrate your fields, gardens or
yards safely this summer.

• Locate electrical disconnects
within sight of and within 50
feet of the equipment that
turns off the electrical power to
equipment.

Offering lessons
CAMP PROVIDES EDUCATION AND FUN
Cooperative, community and camp

all the fun

came together in June, when Noble

of camp,”

REMC sponsored Central Noble

said Noble

Junior High School student Cole

REMC

Lake at the annual Touchstone

President

Energy Camp in Brookston, Indiana.

and CEO

Students entering seventh grade
this fall were eligible to attend.

Raypole.

Cole Lake

The students’ agenda combined

The Touchstone Energy Camp

traditional outdoor camp activities

program was developed by a

with environmental education,

committee of electric cooperative

• Label all switches on the control
panel to ensure you can quickly
turn off the power if necessary.

electrical safety practices and

employees from Indiana. The camp

cooperative business education.

is funded in part by Indiana’s electric

• Weatherproof, waterproof and
rodent-proof your electrical
enclosures/boxes to prevent
damage to wires.

“This is a great way for students to

• Install electrical grounding
hardware like a GFCI (groundfault circuit interrupter) to
prevent electrocution.

learn about the role of the electric
cooperative in their community. On
top of that, they get to experience

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

cooperatives, Hoosier Energy,
Wabash Valley Power Alliance,
Indiana Electric Cooperatives and
other industry partners.

Memorial Museum. The Holocaust
museum stuck out to me the most,

• Replace damaged electrical
power cords.

halls that presidents walk, and saw the

because all of the pictures and historical

rotunda, which is breathtaking. After

• Install protective equipment, like
a “jacketed” irrigation cable.

items made you feel like you were there.

lunch, we met with Indiana legislators,

Picture after picture of different people,

including Rep. Jim Banks. It was

• Practice “lockout/tagout.”
Turn the power off and apply a
padlock to the controls or switch
to indicate someone is working
on the system and it cannot be
turned back on.

each face has a story trapped inside.

awesome to be able to talk to someone in
politics and hear his opinion.
On our last day, we got up early and went
to our first stop: The Pentagon. The 9/11
memorial there is uniquely laid out: every

morning, I wasn’t nervous like before.
I was taking one more picture, getting
one more hug and sharing one more
laugh.

and the direction of each memorial unit

I am not going to lie, I had second

bench denotes whether the person was

thoughts about this trip, because I didn’t

on the plane or in the Pentagon. It was a

really know anyone going. But I am glad
I went. I have made so many memories
and new friends, friends that I know will
have my back for a lifetime.

Then we went to Arlington National
Cemetery and the U.S. Holocaust
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When we arrived back in Indiana the next

name is etched in stone by birth year

touching experience.
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